Electron paramagnetic resonance analysis of the distribution of a hydrophobic spin probe in suspensions of humic acids, hectorite, and aluminum hydroxide-humate-hectorite complexes.
Until recently, there were no techniques capable of direct observation of the microscale locations where nonpolar organic compounds accumulate when associated with natural geosorbents. The ability of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy to monitor and elucidate directly the different molecular-scale environments of paramagnetic spin probes has been demonstrated lately in model soils, yet it remains untested in complex systems. In this general context, the present investigation was aimed at assessing the extent to which EPR could be used to monitor the sorption of 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidinyloxy benzoate (TEMPO benzoate), a hydrophobic spin probe, on a smectite (hectorite), two humic acids, and their complexes in the presence or absence of aluminum hydroxide. Results demonstrate that EPR is able to monitor easily adsorption on these sorbents in batch-style experiments. Distribution coefficient (Kd) values of 455.4 and 483.1 ml/g were found for the adsorption of TEMPO benzoate on hectorite-humic acids complexes, compared to respective Kd values of 46 and 147 ml/g predicted solely on the basis of the mass of humic acids present in the complexes. These observations confirm the significant role of hectorite for the sorption of hydrophobic compounds, together with humic acids, contrary to common belief that emphasizes the almost exclusive sorptive role of organic matter. In addition, for the first time, EPR is able to provide evidence that hydrophobic molecules in the presence of geosorbents can segregate in multimolecular clusters that are in equilibrium with aqueous probe concentrations below the probe's solubility threshold. Possible consequences of this clustering process in terms of the fate and transport of hydrophobic compounds in subsurface environments are discussed.